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Question 4

Divya finds a new brightly colored mammalian species, which he names Magnificus colores. She isolates blue
and green cells from different parts of this organism, and cultures each cell individually.

a) Are the blue cells stem cells?  Why or why not?

b) Given that the green cell is a stem cell, can Divya tell whether it is pluripotent or unipotent?  Explain
your answer.

c) Divya finds out that development in M. colores is similar to human development. She wants to obtain a
single cell that can give rise to an individual M. colores.  Do you have any suggestions?  What is the property
that this cell possesses?

d) She now wants to isolate embryonic stem cells from an M. colores embryo.  Where exactly in a developing
embryo can she find such cells?

e) M. colores have coats with multi-colored spots, which are produced by the speckle gene.  One functional
copy of speckle is sufficient to give multi-colored spots.  While studying different embryos, Divya detects
that one 8-cell stage embryo has both copies of speckle mutated.  Suggest a strategy using stem cells by
which Divya could try to rescue this defect in the embryo.

f) One of the M. colores has a weak heart that has only 10% of the normal functioning capacity.  If
technology were advanced enough, how could ES cells from this animal potentially be used to save it from
heart failure? Why would this be preferred over a heart transplant from another individual of this species?
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Question 4

Divya finds a new brightly colored mammalian species, which he names Magnificus colores.
She isolates blue and green cells from different parts of this organism, and cultures each
cell individually.

a) Are the blue cells stem cells?  Why or why not?

Yes, because they can self-renew and give rise to other cell types.

b) Given that the green cell is a stem cell, can Divya tell whether it is pluripotent or
unipotent?  Explain your answer.

It is multipotent because it can give rise to more than one cell type.
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c) Divya finds out that development in M. colores is similar to human development. She
wants to obtain a single cell that can give rise to an individual M. colores.  Do you have any
suggestions?  What is the property that this cell possesses?

A fertilized egg could be used. A cell that can give rise to an entire organism is “totipotent”.

d) She now wants to isolate embryonic stem cells from an M. colores embryo.  Where
exactly in a developing embryo can she find such cells?

The inner cell mass of the blastocyst.

e) M. colores have coats with multi-colored spots, which are produced by the speckle
gene.  One functional copy of speckle is sufficient to give multi-colored spots.  While
studying different embryos, Divya detects that one 8-cell stage embryo has both copies
of speckle mutated.  Suggest a strategy using stem cells by which Divya could try to
rescue this defect in the embryo.

Grow the embryo to the blastocyst stage.  Obtain ES cells from the embryo.
Insert a normal copy of the speckle gene in these cells and inject them into the
blastocyst again and let the embryo develop.

f) One of the M. colores has a weak heart that has only 10% of the normal functioning
capacity.  If technology were advanced enough, how could ES cells from this animal
potentially be used to save it from heart failure? Why would this be preferred over a
heart transplant from another individual of this species?

The ES cells (previously frozen down) are pluripotent.  If they could be induced to
differentiate into cardiac tissue, this tissue could be used to replace the existing
one.  Such a technique would be preferred over a heart transplant from another
individual because one would not have to deal with issues of immune rejection.
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